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Abstract: Team work in competitive environment has attained greater importance for organizations to enhance their performance. This paper described the team conflict management with its antecedence like trust, task interdependence and managerial coping skill, whereas dependent variables i.e. team conflict management styles, employees satisfaction and organizational performance has been chosen as outcomes. To evaluate the deduction of other studies have been made part of this paper. This paper is conceptual in nature henceforth, relations between independently and dependent variables have been described. Studies proved that there is a strong relation between team conflict management with employee’s satisfaction and organizational Performance. It is recommended that to Executives, Managers Trust and Task interdependence between the team members have positive impact on TCMS (Team conflict management styles). Present paper provides the solution to handle the conflicts within the team and with the team. Future research is directed for its empirical testing of TCMS model* should be replaced with sound implication.
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1. Introduction

Team work is the requirement of this era to achieve organizational goals, when peoples have been working together then conflicts also arises, which is the natural part of life. Team members spend most of their time in the workplace handling with conflicts (Morris et al., 1998). In a team, there are many people and everyone having their own behavior sometime these behaviors causes the interpersonal conflicts, which can be demolish the team relationships and effect the performance of the team (West, 2004). How we can manage the team conflicts creatively rather than destroy relationships? We should train people to manage their conflicts in a constructive way (Karp, 1983). In view of conflicts on work place has affected commonly all team members. The success of every member promotes the positive relation to all participant success. In that case, they managed their conflict mutually and personal interaction, support and eliminate the tendency of conflict among the team members. Conflict endures in a team till continued at identification of specific disputes among the team members, individual play important role for recognition of conflict (Neal, Mannix & Griffith, 2003). Trust element usually developed due to more mutual and personal interaction and positive response from each member commitment for the benefits to other (Lee-Kelley & Crossman, 2011). The purpose of this study is examining the role of trust and task interdependence. To establish effective team relation in the presence of various conflicts areas, to manage the issues in productive way. Team effectiveness and strong team foundation has based on trust and managerial skills.

Cooperative teams basically develop for completion of work in effective team’s plan that take diverse talents and join them in a one unit. Thus, members have shared their problems with the team member and develop a strong communication network for smooth working to achieve the challenging goals. Cooperation or collaboration is called the “win/win” approach. Where everybody is win and nobody is not in loose. When we apply cooperative approach in a team members resolve the conflicts and encourage the people to bring the solutions. Team member develop a constructive approach to resolve the issues before emerging the problems within team (Karp, 2012). Cooperative style gives importance to the own interest and the other team members interest as well, it is called a win and win approach, but in the competitive style own interest is more important than the other members which is called as win and lose approach (Rahim, 2001). This study emphasis that how conflict can be managed with the collective efforts of team members ,the cooperation like sharing of expertise and skills and developing the trust environment ,where everyone feel comfortable. To develop the trust and encouraging the
constructive conflict rather than destructive, whether it is cooperative or competitive. Which type style will affective it’s up to team to adopt it depend up the nature of work and requirement of particular task (Klein, 2000). Present study has its important to provide the professional approach to resolve the team conflicts in emerging issues face by multinational companies operate in Pakistan especially in banking and telecom sector.

2. Conceptual Background and Hypothesis:

Team: In new era organizations, teams build the way of choice for responding quickly with technology and market changes for the purpose of organization’s probability of continued existence in the industry (Illgen, Hollenbeck, Jhinson & Jundt, 2006; Richter, West, van Dick, & Dawson, 2006). Efficient teams develop with significant research and motivated human efforts have been examined the correct creation of teams (e.g. Illgen et al., 2006). In addition, research has exposed, how a conflict affects the teams and team members manage their conflicts, sometime conflict has revealed productive and negative impact on the team (Ayoko, Hartel & Cullen, 2002; De Dreu & van de Vliert, 1997). A number of studies have not shown the main team characteristics and tendency of a conflict that affect team members, choice for the pattern of conflict management style.

Figure 1: Conceptual Model of TCMS

Team Conflict Management Styles: Conflict Management patterns established during the interaction of team members and long term relationship among the team members and difference of opinion among the team members (Kuhn & Poole, 2000). In the previous study we find Team identity among the task interdependence and both style of conflict management it was shown as the intervening variable but we ensure that team identity is itself exist in both styles (cooperative conflict Management style and competitive conflict management style). Conflict-management styles have generally been predict the members attributes and characteristics whose perform these values and tendencies individual bases in the teams in connection with that studies researcher defined the different pattern of team conflict management styles (Kuhen et al., 2000). Jehn (1997) investigate the member has shown commonly willing norms and values in the conflict and openly responded against the problem and the settlements of
the issues and pointed out the individual feeling among the group members. Group members approach influential way of common thinking against the issues and how to eliminate the factors of disagreements (Ehrhart & Nauman, 2004). Conflict should be resolve in the initial stage otherwise it can be cause of greater loss which will influence the overall organization performance in the later stage. Team members should resolve their conflicts on one to one basis when problem initially arise. (Michael West, 2004).

**Cooperative Conflict Management Styles and Competitive Conflict Management Styles:** Cooperative and competitive conflict management patterns are strongly acceptable styles in conflict appealing area of conflict management styles. If group members have common objective and same direction of efforts to achievement their goals and resultanty a strong and effective team build (Law & Tjosvold, 2000). The competitive style refer to closely related to other and extensively integrated to self engage and as well a challenging controlling ,opposing (Rahim et al., 2001). Cooperative styles gives respects and importance to others, therefore manager uses this conflict management style to win trust from their subordinates by which he can achieve desired outcomes. In cooperative conflict management style team follow the integrating obligating and compromising attitude. Cooperative conflict management can help team members to win the confidence that their fellows are reliable and trustworthy (Zhang, Hempel, & Tjosvold, 2009).

Cooperative style focused on logical dispute, facts and clarification, encourages team members observed the different opinion on the bases of knowledge and find out the reliable alternatives to resolved them. In reverse, competitive style proceed to set on disputes by self made theory on gain and other member away from success (Yetton & Bottger, 1988). On the whole, the practical literature shown that a positive team out come regarding to cooperative conflict management approach and competitive conflict management approach repeatedly effect in conflict appreciation and reflect negative out comes (Alper et al., 2000). This study adds a great value on conflict management style with trust, task interdependence and managerial copying skill as well as outcomes; employee satisfaction and organizational performance.

**Trust:** Even though the focus of this research is on the trust that has paying attention toward individual social and organization norms, values and behavior, individual contribution mostly relate to the commitment of team member lead to the performance of organization and team outcomes (Seung-hee, Xiaojing, & Magiuka, 2008). If team members have various ideas in complex situation, that can help to enhance the team effectiveness and resolved the issues between team members (Pirola et al., 2004). Mostly studies recommend that some individual characteristics, personal attributes or hostility are related with trust (Rodgers, Scott Poole & Brown, 2004). The study measure the trust factor within the team and between the team, how the level of trust impacts positively on the organizational performance and employee’s satisfaction. Trust brings the positive conduct with the other team member and builds the relationship for achievement of the defined goals (Camerer, Sitkin, Burt & Rousseau, 1998). In the presence of trust team members performs their tasks smoothly, affectively, and economically which reduce the cost and time factor and to get the desired outcomes with the help of sharing knowledge ideas (Grant and Baden-Fuller, 2004).

**H1:** Trust has significant impact on team Conflict Management Styles.

**Task Interdependence:** Mostly study examined that team performance highly admired and collaborative as compare to individual performance, members are strongly connected to exchange the new ideas for resolving the issues among the team members, creativity and effectiveness of team process impact the valuable team outcomes, in absence of trust has established to reverse impact on team member’s interest of work to attachment of each member in team process and member’s contentment (Kiffin-Pettersen, 2004). In view of present study trust is integrated with constant and communication and continual interpersonal interaction to build the loyalty and willing to the work with team members (McEvily, Wilson & Straus, 2006). Mostly Researchers suggested that if task interdependence has exist in organizational structure or different nature of departments, mutually dependent structure provide the better coordination among the team members who will be working in different department and perform various task in a deliberate arrangement of any organization (Byrd & Brown, 2003; Gillespie & Mann, 2004). Particularly, the sense of responsibility among the members enhanced the organization efficiency due to inter related task and supporting activities.

**H2:** Task Interdependent has the significant impact on team conflict management styles.
Managerial Copying Skills: This study emphasis about the managerial copying skills and effective training system which play a vital part of organization support, like cross functional nature of work, team members need a diverse range of skills. Where skills are lacking, management can offer a suitable training courses, workshops, seminars, mentoring programs (whereby more senior or experiences members provide training and guidance to less experienced colleagues (West, 2004). This study aim is how senior management play vital role by copying situation where there is the possibilities arising the conflict. “Coping is vibrant method in which a person rely various kind of skills at different times and manage the circumstances” (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Experience members having the expertise and they cope the situation easily and to organize their work in a structure way, and give importance to the priorities so that the workload between the team members become controllable and that thing reduce stress as compare to the less experienced members they exhausted themselves more easily than the experienced members because un experience members need more cooperation from their teammates (Nurmi 2010). In that situation if the team will be the mixture of both experienced and less experienced members’ task can be handling easily with the combine efforts of all team members.

**H3: Managerial copying skills have the significant impact on team conflict management styles.**

A psychological and socially characteristics of a team precede the valuable team integration and effective outcomes in a form of employee satisfaction and organizational performance (Somech & Lidgoster, 2010). A psychological and socially characteristics of a team’s precede the valuable team integration and effective outcomes (Syna, Somech, Helena & Lidgoster, 2009). Suppose if a department developed an effective team, but it is unable to cooperate with the other teams, it will still failure of the organization. Approach should be the overall success of the organization. Senior management should encourage for the constructive relationship with other team members on a formal and informal basis (West, 2004). This study emphasis the importance of managerial expertise how they cope the conflict with the help of skills, training and experience. Experience members having the expertise and they know how to organize work, which task is necessary and how to handle them this things facilitate the overall time as compare to the less experienced members they exhausted themselves more easily than the experts they need more cooperation from their teammates (Nurmi 2010). The combination of both experienced and less experienced team member if they work together then organizational goal can easily be achieved. It is the responsibility of the senior management that how they can manage their conflicts cooperatively and share their knowledge with openly and fairly by developing trusting relationship by using their managerial copying skills.

**H4: Team conflict management styles have the significant impact on the employee’s satisfaction.**

**H5: Team conflict management styles have the significant impact on the Organizational Performance.**

3. Discussion

Finally this study defined that how managerial skill improve and developed the interaction between the team members, play effective role to support the conflict management styles both in cooperative conflict management approach and competitive conflict management styles. This is important discovery for a team analysis of conflict management on specific issues the target from personal behavior shown by each member as unit and team, set the valuable mode of behavior in the management system. This research work gives the sound knowledge about the effectiveness of cooperative conflict management styles and competitive conflict management style to enhance the organization performance (Alper et al., 2000). Previous study shows that cooperative conflict management style highly acceptable as compare to competitive conflict management style. Presently these study findings suggest that competitive conflict management style also play important role in management to manage the team according the environment, in a vary situations to effect the overall team performance. Second, study hold up the mediating role of team cooperative conflict management approach with integration of managerial coping skill and effective role of trust and task interdependence to rich the team as well as organization performance. As point out in this fragment, personal perception, previous scholars suggestions and valuable literature indicates where the team conflict management styles used and required according to the Strategies, nature of issues and team tasks, goals and mission, organization preference to adopt the team conflict management styles (Illgen et al., 2006). We recommend that if managerial coping skill enhance through training and development definitely the unit and whole the team task complete job and trust level between the team and within team boosted and also their implication for the team performance.
Conflict and trust are the interrelated to each other’s. Many researchers by using qualitative (Barker, 1994) and longitudinal quantitative methods (Langfred, 2007) have found that conflict in the team can reduce the trust. Suppose if the subordinate have trust on his supervisor he will not argue to him about the assign task and he will try to complete required task without any delay. Trust is a vast phenomenon which can be examined at the personal level, Organizational level, social level, and international levels (Teng & Das, 2001). Present research emphasis that how we can create the cooperative culture and manage the conflicts in the organization. If we take the example of a support team, everyone in a team knows that cooperation is mandatory to win a game If a person thinks that I am the superstar, but the superstar cannot win the game alone (Lewis, 2000). By taking competitive approach that how competitive style support our culture. In any type of game there must be a winner and a loser. There is thrill in win and loss approach basically this approach enhance the hard working in the individual level and team level. Suppose if there is no concept of competition between the teams then people will not be motivated towards the achievement of goal. Sometime conflicts are constructive and some time it is destructive. Many researchers have different views about team conflict management styles some support the cooperative styles and few supports competitive styles but mostly study supports the cooperative styles, as per the researchers opinions competitive styles encourage destructive conflicts and competitive styles can be the cause of destructive conflicts.

Managerial Implications: Increasing efficient ways of managing conflict and improve the performance of organization functions through training and the managerial copying skills in the organization and have a cleared valuable effect on organization performance. As suggested by our concept and findings, managerial teams that focused on mutual move toward to argument appear to be excellent for building valuable use of their collaboration for themselves to achieve the set managerial performance and members train the individual for the particular job requirement and also improve the overall skill of the team. Managerial Copying skill play important role in both styles in competitive conflict management style and cooperative conflict management style but normally highly related where socialize member to take on a supportive approach. Training also create conflict expertise of the team member like the cooperative approach and scored low in conflict management (Tjosvold et al., 2003). Before this study a full research suggested to work on a specific line to build the cooperative conflict management skill (Tjosvold, 1993).

Much research has been conducted on the cooperative style, now there is need to study about the positive aspects of competitive style in a team which can be constructive. A training program provide opportunity to member to understand to each other without hesitation and share the knowledge and thoughts, compile the better strategy for performance. They finish protecting their ideas long sufficient to ask each other for more knowledge and point of views, all team members eliminate the disagreement points between them and handle the situation in collective decision making and generate new solution to relevant the conflict areas (Somech et al., 2009; Tjosveld, 1997). Essential proof that managerial skill service as a key instrument provide the energy to excel their skill performing the interdependence tasks into major accomplishment. One of the major managerial skill and practices make energize to each member to perform duty and shown the trust on colleagues and this scenario help the team member for effective decision making.

4. Conclusion

In this article, we sought to add the presented literature by using and unambiguous finding in area of managerial skill highly associated team performance, in the light of this study employees trust level build to understand this relationship enhance the organization performance. Our outcome have influences a team behavior to interact each other in certain limit and highly equipped with managerial copying skill. It also define the correct path for the managers to manage the destructive type of conflict with appropriate way to coping the managerial skill such as organizational goals. Conclusion of this study harmonize the past exploration shown strong integration these ideas and areas provide the base foundation for the constructive controversy to inter link the team members in supportive relationship to generate new ideas that endorse team efficiency. Future research is directed for its empirical testing of TCMS model, our conceptual model provides the guide line to the researchers and practitioners with insights about the trust relationship between members to managerial copying skill in any type of conflict.
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